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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with a web-based work ow
modeling simulation environment within the DEVS
framework under development at SMSL (Systems
Modeling and Simulation Lab) of KAIST. We propose the Relational Algebraic DEVS Interchange
format (RADESIF) which can easily be exchanged
to other work ow de nitions. De nition of RADESIF employs a relational algebraic framework to
translate DEVS semantics into relational algebra
mathematically. RADESIF is converted into Java
code which runs within the DEVSim-Java simulation environment. Each of the tools along with the
overall architecture for the developed environment
will be described. An example of web-based workow modeling and simulation within the environment will be given.

1 INTRODUCTION
Every business oce has procedures that are to
be followed with the purpose of providing increased
eciency, consistency, and quality. The concepts
of process engineering and work ows embody the
ideas of controlling and coordinating complex activities and interactions among individuals and software
components.
Work ow is concerned with automation of the
procedures where documents, information or tasks
are passed between participants according to a prede ned set of rules to achieve, or contribute to, an
overall business goal. Work ow Management Coali-

tion (WfMC) formally de ned work ow as the computerized facilitation or automation of a business
process, in whole or part [WFMC95]. WfMC also
de ned Work ow Management System (WFMS) as
a system that completely de nes, manages and executes work ows through the execution of software
whose order of execution is driven by a computer
representation of the work ow logic.
For the work ow management system, research in
the various software technologies is required. Among
them, we are especially interested in modeling, simulation, and analysis of work ows [CHRW98].
Work ow process is considered as a complex discrete event system, which should represent dynamically changing business requirements. Simulation
may be the only means to analyze such a complex
process in realistic manner. Thus, a work ow management system should support modeling, simulation and analysis of such work ow processes.
Modeling of complex work ow process, as a discrete event system, requires a formal modeling
framework, which supports modularity, ease of abstraction, and reusability. The DEVS (Discrete
Event Systems Speci cation) formalism is one such
framework, which provides a sound semantics for hierarchical, modular speci cation of complex discrete
event models. So far, researchers have realized the
formalism in di erent programming languages and
environments. DEVSim++(C++ realization) and
DEVSim-Java(Java realization) are such realizations
developed by at SMSL(Systems Modeling and Simulation Lab) of KAIST.
In this paper, we propose the Relational Algebraic DEVS Intermediate Format (RADESIF) for
the DEVS-based work ow execution model. Since
RADESIF is a relational algebraic model, we can
exploit existing relational database technologies for

DEVS modeling and simulation.
Section 2 describes a brief review of the DEVS
formalism and the overall architecture for the developed environment. Section 3 explains the transformation of DEVS formalism in relational algebra.
An example of web-based work ow modeling and
simulation within the developed environment will be
given in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 WORKFLOW MODELING SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
There are many work ow examples from di erent application areas, e.g., software development
process, mortgage request handling in an investment company, manufacturing control, lease contract management, and so on. Each such process
is considered as a complex discrete event system.
Simulation may be the only means to analyze such
a complex process in realistic manner. This section
rst introduces the DEVS (Discrete Event Systems
Speci cation) formalism [Zeigler84], which supports
modeling of complex discrete event systems in a hierarchical, modular manner. It then describes a developed modeling simulation environment for a workow applications.

2.1 DEVS Formalism: A Brief Introduction

The DEVS formalism speci es a model in a hierarchical, modular form. A discrete event system
consists of entities whose dynamics are described
as a set of procedure rules. Such rules control
the interactions among the communicating entities.
The communicating entities and the procedure rules
can be decomposed into the smaller ones with the
modeling semantics. These decomposed components are directly mapped to the atomic models,
from which larger ones are built. A basic model,
called an atomic model, is not further decomposed
speci cation of the dynamic behavior of a component. Formally, an atomic model AM is speci ed as
[Zeigler84]:
AM = < X; S; Y; int ; ext ; ; ta >
X : input events set;
S : sequential states set;
Y : output events set;
int : S S : internal transition function;
ext : Q X S : external transition function;
!


!

 : S Y : output function;
ta : S Real : time advance function ;
Q = (s; e) s S; 0 e ta(s)
: total state of AM (e : elapsed time).
!
!
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The second form of the DEVS model, called a coupled model(or coupled DEVS), is a speci cation of
the hierarchical model structure. It describes how
to couple component models together to form a new
model. This new model can be employed as another
component in a larger coupled model, thereby giving rise to the construction of complex models in a
hierarchical fashion. Formally, a coupled model CM
is de ned as [Zeigler84]:
CM = < X; Y; fMi g; EIC; EOC; IC; SELECT >
X : input events set;
Y : output events set;
fMi g : DEVS components set;
EIC  X  [i Xi
EOC
IC
SELECT

:

external input coupling relation;

:

external output coupling relation;

:
:

internal coupling relation;
2fMi g ;  ! fMi g : tie breaking selector:

 [i Yi  Y

 [i Yi  [i Xi

A detailed discussion about the DEVS formalism
and modeling is found in [Zeigler84].

2.2 Work ow Modeling Simulation
Environment
The model of a process should represent what activities, dependencies among activities, and roles are
necessary to the business process. Simulation-based
analysis of a process model requires the construction of an executable model that can be used for the
purpose of experiments carried out upon this model.
A process de nition describes only the structural aspects of organizational functions. Thus, the detailed
operation behavior should be described in the workow execution model for simulation and execution.
Figure 1 shows an overall work ow system architecture for the developed environment, including a
modeling simulation environment and a real-time execution engine. We are focusing on the modeling
simulation environment in the gure. The workow system starts from a process de nition and then
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Figure 1: Work ow Simulation Environment
constructs a Work ow DEVS Model as a work ow
execution model. The Work ow DEVS Model is
described by DEDL (DEVS De nition Language).
DEDL is executed for the simulation engine as well
as for the work ow engine. The work ow engine provides a real-time execution of the Work ow DEVS
Model.
DEDL can be directly translated into DEVSimJava code for the purpose of simulation. However,
facilitation of an identical model in both simulation
and real-time execution requires a more versatile
speci cation format. Moreover, it is recommended
to satisfy requirements for the interoperability between di erent de nition tools or simulation engines.
For these objectives, we have de ned the Relational
Algebraic DEVS Intermediate Format (RADESIF)
by transformation of the DEVS semantics to relational algebra. The resulting RADESIF can easily
be exchanged to other work ow de nitions. Thus,
a RADESIF is a DEVS model in relational algebraic semantics. Since RADESIF is a relational
algebraic model, we can exploit existing relational
database technologies for DEVS modeling and simulation. Moreover, since DEVSim-Java is based on
Java, database accesses using the standard JDBC
within DEVSim-Java requires no additional interface for any computer platform.
The developed web-based work ow modeling and
simulation environment consists of DEVSim-Java
along with supporting tools for automatic semantics translation and format conversion. The
tools include DEDL (DEVS De nition Language),

DERAT (DEDL-to-RADESIF Translator), DEJAT
(DEDL-to-DEVSim-Java Translator), and RIFJAC
(RADESIF-to-DEVSim-Java Converter).
Section 4 describes an example modeling simulation procedures of a work ow process within the environment of Figure 1.

3 DEVS FORMALISM IN RELATIONAL ALGEBRA
This section describes a transformation of the
DEVS formalism to relational algebra. It rst summarizes relational algebra brie y, and then presents
the transformation procedure.

3.1 Relational Algebra

There are six fundamental opertaions that serve to
de ne relational algebra [SKS97]. Let R; S be two
relations over sets of attributes R ; S , respectively.
Let X  R
(1) Rename  : Given a relational-algebra expression
E, the expression x (E) returns the result of expression E under the name x.
(2) Selection  : F (R) = ftjF (t) _ t 2 Rg
(3) Projection  : X (R) = ft[X ]jt 2 Rg
(4) Union [ : R [ S = ftjt 2 S _ t 2 S g
(5) Di erence ; : R ; S = ftjt 2 R ^ t 2= S g
(6) Cartesian product  : R  S = f< r; s > jr 2
0

0

0

R ^ s 2 Sg

(7) Natural join 1 :
R 1 S =
R S (R:A1 =S:A1 R:A2 =S:A2 R:A =S:A R  S )
where R \ S = fA1 ; A2 ; :::; An g
0[

0

^

0

^^

0

n

n

3.2 Transformation of DEVS model
to RA model
3.2.1 RA model de nition

A hierarchical, modular DEVS model can be expressed in a tree structure. Since such tree structure requires a root node. Model table is devised to
express the root node and to share the structure information. The XDEV S and YDEV S are used in both
atomic and coupled models in the following de nitions.

Model = fid; parent id; model nameg
X = fid; ev name; type id; valg
Y = fid; ev name; type id; valg
0

0

0

XDEV S = (ev name;type id) (Model 1 X )
YDEV S = (ev name;type id) (Model 1 Y )

logic expression and state transition. It is executed
in the characteristic functions of the atomic model
by function call.
In brief, func I is as follows.
proc func I (cstate; cfunc : integer)

where ' means the attributes set

 Atomic model de nition.

An atomic model has 7-tuple ,except X and Y,
which is included by Model de nition.
It is very complex that the four characteristic functions are translated into tabular form.
The internal transition function, int : S ! S ,
means that a set f(s; s )js; s 2 S g is a transition tuple set. If the transition tuple set has a
small cardinality, the transition set can be directly translated into tabular form. But, as the
cardinality increases, the size of the table increases, Such translation leads to table space
explosion. To solve such problem, a function,
func I, is introduced for the transition function
of DEVS formalism. The func I requires the operation information which is named as func or
act func. An atomic model de nition in RA is
as follows.
S 0 = id; name; type id; val
Init cond0 = id; func
0 = id; func; act func
int
0 = id; func; iport id; act func
ext
0 = id; func; oport id; act func
ta0 = id; func; type; taval; ta id
0
ta :type
INFINITY; SIGMA; RAND
0
func = id; func; op; e1; e2
func0 :op
STATEID; PLUS;
0



end

g
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func I(cstate; action id);

proc ext (id; cstate; e; portid)
begin
action id := T:action id
0 )));
(T:iport id=portid^func I(T:func)^T:id=id(T (ext

g

f

val;

proc int (id; cstate)
begin
action id := T:action id (
0 )));
func I(cstate;T:func)^T:id=id(T (int

g

f

endif
return

The four characteristic function, int ; ext ; ; ta is dened by using func I in RA as follows.

g

f

2

else

g

f

2

val : integer;
(op; e1; e2) := (T:op;T:e1;T:e2) (
T:func=cfunc (T (func)))
if (op = PLUS) then
val := func I(cstate; e1)
+ func I(cstate;e2);
else if (op = STATEID) then
val := val (id=cstate^name=e1(S 0 ))

0

f

f

begin

  g

end

 Coupled model de nition.

func I(cstate; action id);

A coupled model has just structure informa- proc (id; cstate)
tion such as child(ren) information and coupling begin
scheme(s). It is easily translated into the tabu- foreach (port id; action id) (T:port id;T:action id) (
lar form as below.
T:id=id^func I(T:func)(T (0 )))
0
Y T:id=id^T:ev name=port id
M 0 = id; Cid; Mid; Cname
(T:val func I(cstate;action id) (T (Y 0 )));
EIC 0 = id; Mid; Miportid; Cid; Ciportid endforeach
EOC 0 = id; Cid; Coportid; Mid; Moportid end
IC 0 = id; src Cid; src Coportid; dst Cid;
proc ta(id; cstate)
dst Ciportid
begin
SELECT 0 = id; Cid; priority
(tatype;taval; ta id) := (T:tatype;T:taval;T:ta d)
(T:id=id^func I(T:func)(T (ta0 )));
2
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3.2.2 Function Interpretation

g

To express more general function, the characteristic function interpreter, func I, supports arithmatic,

i

(tatype = INFINITY) then
val := INFINITY;
else if (tatype = SIGMA) then
val := T:val((T:id=id^T:name=cstate) (T (S 0 )));
else if (tatype = RAND) then
if

val := random();

end

endif
return

val;

4 A COMPLETE EXAMPLE: PURCHASING PROCESS
This section provides an example of a Work ow
DEVS modeling and simulation for a business process. Although a company is composed of many divisions, we focus on the purchasing division. Its primary tasks are request processing, purchasing, delivery, and accounting.
Purchasing Process
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Figure 2: Work ow DEVS Model for Purchasing
Process
Figure 2 shows a Work ow DEVS model for purchasing process. Purchasing requests from an outer
environment are processed by the Accept Request
task. Then, a ow is divided into two paths depending on the amount of expense. If the amount is above
the speci ed expense two approval tasks, Approve
Extraordinary and Approve Expense, are required. Otherwise, only one approval task, Approve Expense, is needed. The approval tasks
are followed by the Get Quote. To purchase items
at the lowest price, price information must be collected by the Get Quote tasks. The example has
two Get Quote tasks to be processed simultaneously. After both tasks end, the Purchase task is
processed. Based on the information from the previous tasks purchasing decision is made by which
requested items are purchased. Finally payment for
purchasing and delivery of purchased items are processed. The two tasks, Pay and Deliver, can be
processed simultaneously.
In Work ow DEVS modeling, each task is represented by a DEVS model. A task can be mapped
into either a coupled model or an atomic model.
In Figure 2, Branch and Synchronization models
are the ow-control models and the remains are subtask models. As shown in Figure 2, arrows, which

connect between submodels, means a business task
sequence. For example, in Figure 2 Purchase and
Pay models are connected by an arrow, meaning
that the Pay task starts only after the Purchase
task is completed.
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Activity : Approve Expense
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X

Y
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(a) Atomic DEVS model for an activity

(b) Atomic DEVS model for a conditional branch

Figure 3: Atomic DEVS Model for Activity and
Flow-control
Figure 3 shows how to express business tasks into
atomic models in DEVS formalism. (a) is an atomic
model for the Approve Expense subtask and (b) is
an atomic model for the Branch ow-control model.
A subtask starts by 'X' input, processes the tasks
and ends by sending out 'Y' output. It includes
the following task informations. Actor - who will
take the task, activity - how the task will be accomplished, and duration - how long the task takes, and
so on. A work ow engine exploits this information
to accomplish the task.
To simulate the Purchasing Process model in
Figure 2, the model is rst described in DEDL 4.
Then the model in DEDL is translated into RADESIF 5 and is executed by RIFJAC with DEVSimJava. Figure 6 shows a simulation process in
DEVSim-Java.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a work ow modeling simulation environment within the DEVS framework.
The framework includes DEVSim-Java which is a
Java realization of DEVS formalism. With the
DEVSim-Java simulation and work ow engine, we
can simulate and execute DEVS models in the web
browser. The developed web-based work ow modeling and simulation environment consists of DEVSimJava along with supporting tools for automatic semantics translation and format conversion. The
tools include DEDL (DEVS De nition Language),
DERAT (DEDL-to-RADESIF Translator), DEJAT
(DEDL-to-DEVSim-Java Translator), and RIFJAC
(RADESIF-to-DEVSim-Java Converter).

...
interface ApproveExpense
input : {X}
outputs : {Y}
end ApproveExpense;
atomic model ApproveExpense
state variables :
Status in {Start, Do, End};
initial condition:
Status := Start;
internal transition:
(Status=Do) => {
Status:=End;
}
external transition:
(Status=Start)*X => {
Status:=Do;
}
output function:
(Status=Do) => Y;
time advance :
(Status=Start) => ta:=infinity;
(Status=Do) => ta:=24;
(Status=End) => ta:=infinity;
end ApproveExpense;
...

Figure 4: Part of the DEDL Description of Purchasing Process Model
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2
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Figure 5: RADESIF for Purchasing Process
We have shown that a work ow modeling simulatoin environment instrumented with the relational
algebraic DEVS framework can satisfy the interoperability requirements of work ow management systems. From a business process de nition, we construct a Work ow DEVS Model as a work ow exeuction model. The Work ow DEVS Model which is
translated into the RADESIF format can be easily stored into relational databases and synthesized
for the purpose of simulation or real-time execution.
RADESIF is also used to exchange work ow de nitions among di erent de nition tools and/or simulation engines.
A complete example has been shown for the
modeling simulation procedures from DEDL to the
DEVSim-Java simulation engine.

Figure 6: Simulation Process Screen Shot
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